CRF FAMILY CAMP PARTICIPANT AGREEMENT
AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY
1. Family understands the hazards of the novel coronavirus (“COVID-19”) and is familiar with
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) guidelines regarding COVID-19.
Family acknowledges and understands that that the circumstances regarding COVID-19
are changing from day to day and that, accordingly, the CDC guidelines are regularly modified
and updated, and the Family accepts full responsibility for familiarizing its members with the
most recent updates.
2. Payment-in-full is due before entrance
3. If someone in your Family has been exposed, or believes they might have been exposed,
to someone who has subsequently tested positive for COVID-19 within the 14-day quarantine
period before the start of the Family’s session, Family must report this possible exposure to
Camp Roosevelt Firebird. If Family does not report a potential exposure, and the Camp
Directors subsequently discover this information, Family will forfeit the right to attend Family
Camp, as well as the entire tuition payment.
4. Family attendees agree to abide by the “Community Norms” as explained in our orientation /
check-in session and on the handout the Family has received. Each family must abide by these
regulations, including those related to cohorting and social distancing from other cohorts and
any other rules and regulations set by Camp Roosevelt Firebird related to COVID-19 safety.
This includes supervising children. Children do not have a different set of rules. All Family
members will agree to wear face coverings when there is potential for coming within six feet of
Camp Firebird Roosevelt staff or members of other cohorts - and to have a mask on their
person (or, for example, in a nearby backpack) at all times. Family Camp participants will agree
to use good judgment when interacting outdoors with members of Camp Roosevelt Firebird staff
or other cohorts, retaining a six-foot distance between persons and at all times.
• If a member of your Family or cohort fails to comply with the rules for cohorting and social
distancing, your Family/cohort will receive one warning. There will be no second warning. Upon
the second occurrence, your Family and/or cohort will agree to depart camp immediately with no
refund of tuition.
5. If member of your Family or cohort presents with a fever of 100.4 or greater, loss of
sense of smell and/or taste, or a newly dry, persistent cough, your cohort will agree to
depart camp immediately. If Camp Roosevelt Firebird’s Medical Team suspects, for any reason,
that a member of your Family or cohort may be COVID-positive, due to a combination of
symptoms including, but not limited to, sore throat, headache and diarrhea, your cohort
will agree to depart camp immediately. In that event, Camp Camp Roosevelt Firebird will retain
a prorated portion of tuition calculated by the number of nights spent at Camp

6. No Family pets will be allowed on camp’s grounds. Weapons, of any kind, including
concealed or openly carried firearms, are banned on camp grounds.
• Vehicles must remain in the camp parking lot except during designated "unpacking'" and
"packing" times. Driving through camp during Family Camp is prohibited.
• Smoking of any kind is not allowed on the premises.
• Consumption of alcohol furnished by the Family is permitted. Please use good judgment
and respect other Families and Campers. Do not use alcohol in the presence of other
Campers outside your cohort or in front of minors without the permission of all adult
Participants/Campers. Those deemed to be not in compliance regarding use of alcohol
and/or the illegal use of any drugs as defined by the state of Ohio, may be asked to leave Camp
and no refund will be given.
7. The waterfront is off-limits except for designated times when lifeguards are on duty, such
as during activity periods. Swimming and boating after dark are strictly prohibited.
RELEASE OF LIABILITY and ASSUMPTION OF RISK
The Family understands that part of the Family Camp experience involves activities and living
arrangements and interactions that may be new to Family participants and that they come with
certain risks and uncertainties beyond what Family participants may be used to dealing with at
home, including uneven terrain, thrown and other wayward objects, children and adults running
about, and potentially harmful insects, animals and plants. The Family is aware of these risks
and assumes them on behalf of their Family participants.
The Family recognizes that Camp cannot guarantee that it is free from COVID-19 or other
pathogens, and that as in any facility there is a risk that one or more members of the Family
could become ill. The Family realizes that no environment is risk free and has instructed Family
participants on the importance of abiding by the rules outlined in this contract and by the
guidelines set forth by Camp Roosevelt Firebird.
Family and its participants agree that they are familiar with these rules and guidelines and will
adhere to them. The undersigned Family and its members hereby release Camp Roosevelt
Firebird, it's owners, directors, employees, agents or anyone acting on their behalf, from any
and all claims, demands, bodily injuries, property damage, or other losses or demands of any
kind and nature whatsoever which may occur during the course of Family Camp, whether or not
related to participation in the Family Camp.
Please understand there will not be a medical doctor living on the premises, and that
procedures regarding emergencies have been explained -- including how and where a family
can call 911. Family understands that Camp Roosevelt Firebird and its owners and directors are
not liable for any injuries, damages or losses that may occur during Family Camp.

If any Family participant is a driver or passenger in a vehicle at any times during the course of
the Family Camp, whether on Camp grounds or off-site, Camp Roosevelt Firebird is not
responsible for any vehicle damage or personal injury caused by or arising from the use of such
transportation. Family agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Camp Roosevelt Firebird from any
claims or causes of action, including attorney fees and other costs of defense, arising out of the
acts or omissions of Family or its participants.
AUTHORIZATION TO USE CERTAIN RECORDINGS
Family further recognizes and acknowledge that may record the Family members’ participation
and appearance in Family Camp on any recorded medium including, but not limited to video,
audio, photos (collectively “recordings”) for use in any form (including, but not limited to print,
websites, blogs, marketing, internet, and social media). Family authorizes such recording and
releases Camp Roosevelt Firebird to use the Family members names, likeness, voice, and
biographical material to exhibit or distribute such recordings in whole or in part without
restrictions or limitations. If Family does not authorize such use, it must indicate that in writing to
Camp Roosevelt Firebird.
By signing below, we confirm that we have read, understand, and consent to the terms of this
Agreement, including the signature of:

_____________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian 1

_____________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian 2

Signature of Parent/Guardian on Behalf of all minor children:
1)___________________________,
2)___________________________,
3)___________________________,
4)___________________________,
5)___________________________,
6)___________________________
______________________________
Signature of Additional Participant

______________________________
Signature of Additional Particip

______________________________
Signature of Additional Participant

______________________________
Signature of Additional Participant

